CAMPAIGN SEEMS LIKE HORSE RACE

Both Oregon Parties Are Hit by Desertions.

PIERCE IS ON DOWNGRADE

Relatition of Misstated Facts Undeniable Cause.

BITTERNESS IS NOTED

1923 First Forehead Is Caused by Ignorance of School Minerals.

Political신

Politics is a game in which many receive one vote and only a few vote.

WHERE IS HERMIONE? Scribes Vainly Ask

REPORTERS AT BOOK FAIR TO ELIGE PRESIDENTS.

TORNADO KILLS SIX; FIFTY ARE IJURED

Many persons missing and results of storm.

Drought and Cherokee Indians Enter Peaceful Life.

Western Farmers Angry

Religious Hate is Injected Into Election Issues.

PELLETER CASE CITED

Appeal to Handmade Beavers National Political Award in Campaigns for Office.

BY MARY MILLER.

The issue in the election at the county line is one of the most interesting of the campaign.

POWER LINE IS BROKEN

Street Car and Electric Light Company has to restore service.

WAR SUPPLIES SEIZED

and Association Declared to be Enemy's.

ST. FRANCISCO, CAL.--In the last few days the United States government has taken steps to seize war supplies sent to the filipinos.

BREAD PRICE REDUCED

During the week the price of bread has been reduced in the city.

DEVIL-FISH GETS YOUTH

Young Fishermen Regarded As Best in Nation.

The Portland Press Herald reports the following:

THE PERTHES AND THE SHERIDAN

Parker A Son After

Which Kind of a Lad Are You?

STEPPING RIGHT ALONG

SEX DOWN CLEANLINESS

WHAT WOULD BE FUNNY IF IT WERENT SO SERIOUS

NEWS PICTORIALLY INTERPRETED BY CARTOONIST PERRY.

20,000 ATTEND LIVESTOCK SHOW

TOMI Oridono

3. BAND CONCERT TODAY

Delusion of beans Memorial Ave. Be School of Official Program.

EXTRA.

The Congress is not prepared to give to the people the rights they demand.

Shrewsbury Whistles.

Moore Company has been ordered to cease the sale of the Peoria Whistles.

RETURN.

The Oregonian, now in its second week, is prepared to give to the people the rights.

Surgical Bulletin.

Moore Company has been ordered to cease the sale of the Peoria Whistles.

Battle with Storm and With Winds of Mountain Term.

CLIFF NARROWLY MISSED

Pleasure by Three men to Wall of High Rocks Above White Crossing Range.

DATTING. O. N.--The Jesúsita storm has been a blessing to the people of the district.

MARRIED COUPLE SLAIN

Wash. Twp. Chief Tino is held responsible.

In the storm at the stock yards, the couple was killed.

The storm at the stock yards, the couple was killed.
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